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Kheel And Walker
In BGS Series

Labor mediator Theodore Kheel and U.S. Steel President W. A. Smith will speak to the College this month to deliver midday talks and to rub shoulders with students of the College community for rounds two and three of a quarterly luncheon speakers series sponsored by Beta Gamma Sigma, the business honorary society. The events are funded by a Baruch College Fund grant.

The first of the series featured Walter E. Hanson, senior partner of Peat, Marwick & Mitchell, on the accounting profession. This semester, according to Professor Leonard Lakin, president of the Baruch Chapter, members of the Baruch and other interested individuals can hear Mr. Kheel on Thursday, April 10, at 11 a.m. in Room 114 of the 24th Street building. He will speak on "What is a Labor Relations Officer?"

Mr. Kheel, an attorney and arbitrator of labor disputes in New York, has also been a member of emergency presidential boards in disputes involving all segments of the transportation industry. A partner in the law firm of Battle, Powers, Lidstone, Jaffin, Pierce & Belcher since 1949, he holds the presidencies of the American Arbitration Association and Employment, Inc., and The Authority for Coordinating Transportation, Inc.

On April 17, Mr. Walker, speaking on "The First Century Business Executive: A Look Ahead," will address Baruchians in Room 4 of the 24th Street building at 11 a.m. A reception, open to the entire college community, will follow in the faculty lounge at 12:00 noon.

Mr. Walker, who attained membership in Beta Gamma Sigma while at the University of Pittsburgh, is a CPA. After serving in posts with the accounting firm of Ernst & Ernst and IBM, he joined U. S. Steel in 1944 to become vice president-accounting in 1951, administrative vice president and comptroller in 1959, a director in 1968, chairman-finance committee in 1970 and President in 1973.

Florynce Kennedy To Speak

Florynce Kennedy will speak at Baruch on April 15th at 4 p.m., in Room 114 of the 24th Street Building. Her topic will be "Out of the Streets and Into the Classrooms." A lawyer and activist in the civil rights and feminist movements, she is well-known as a founder of the National Organization for Women, though feminism is but one of her many interests.

Florynce Kennedy basically believes in challenging all forms of institutional oppression, and in the ability of the oppressed, through education and mobilization, to achieve their basic human rights. She is a respected spokeswoman for the poor and oppressed, and for the feminist movement.

A graduate of the Columbia University School of Law, Ms. Kennedy is director of the Media Workshop at the Consumer Information Service, co-author of a book called America Rugs, and author of The Pathology of Oppression. She believes that women should be made aware of their oppression and that they should exercise their powers — body, mind, and spirit — to overcome it.

This dynamic and thought-provoking speaker is coming to Baruch under the auspices of the Speakers Committee of the Student Faculty Program Board and the Baruch College Quality of Life Committee.

By Diana Williams

Mid-terms over — sigh! Now to see what I missed and what I should have done.

It's all very well to be given an opportunity and the arena to have an audience present an interpretation (say what could or could not be done) sometimes conceivably presenting an occasional alternative suggestion. Wouldn't you agree that is a broad and very general statement.

Look folks, when some of us (here) are saying how the university etc., etc., etc., now or bigger is not the solution — ROGER! What if the difference could be in order to get things accomplished, and we're the planners, organizing, getting up policies, staging, etc. (as in the planning, organizing, getting up policies, staging, etc. room)— sending out invitations, sending out brochures, having a reception, being in charge, showing initiative, getting things done, etc. etc. what's missing? It takes hours, time, involvement of people — groups — individuals. Someone has to get their hands dirty (dirty cows), not their shoes dirty — now you all might think particularly when you think in terms of, let's say — culture. But our environment at Baruch, these "I" buildings — this is our campus (not the fancy of open, clean, tree-lined walks, uncrowded classrooms and laboratories and — auditoriums and lecture rooms, with up-to-date, modern equipment that is obsolete). Try it isn't — but it's all we got.

Why deface these walls (foodroom graffiti notwithstanding)? A lot for the fraternities, sleepers, aggression? Well if you've angry, then sublimate it. Why not direct your energies to other things, join a club and we DO something for a change. Look... nothing rests on itself.

We all know, for instance, that unless we crack a book, we'll not get an A (heaven forbid) we should learn the material. And don't think to anyone who says "what, are you studying..." your grades invariably reflect this attitude.
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The new "president, Bernard Minonz, will take office immediately."
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Out Of Uniform

By John Baruch

A lot of people know Herb Klein has a silver star in Viet Nam for heroic wounds received in Viet Nam. A lot of people know Herb has a 60% disability from going into the hospital this summer to have his leg operated on. A lot of people know Herb has a plane ticket to attend the Job Fair, so sign up to bring their own brown bag lunch. Maybe if we got a lot of boats and a plane ... Veteran Al Klein is to attend the Job Fair, so sign up to bring their own brown bag lunch.

Maybe if we got a lot of boats and a plane . . . Veteran Al Klein is to attend the Job Fair, so sign up to bring their own brown bag lunch. The vet affairs office wants WH to bring their own brown bag lunch. The vet affairs office wants WH to bring their own brown bag lunch. Maybe if we got a lot of boats and a plane . . . Veteran Al Klein is to attend the Job Fair, so sign up to bring their own brown bag lunch. The vet affairs office wants WH to bring their own brown bag lunch. Maybe if we got a lot of boats and a plane . . . Veteran Al Klein is to attend the Job Fair, so sign up to bring their own brown bag lunch.
Out Of Uniform...

(Continued from Page 7)

and a lot of plans — but that's what happened before... where does it end?)

The opinions expressed in the veterans' column of this newspaper are not necessarily those of the B.C.V.A. Sometimes there is more trivia in Paul Schwartz's column than in his trivia section. We love ya, Paul, but sometimes... (Maybe if we sent Paul over there... no, the guys say they wouldn't take him.) Don Higgins gave the B.C.V.A. an old picture of one of his great aunts; she, Don, she don't look too great. The picture is on exhibition from 11 A.M. to 1 P.M. daily, in the present B.C.V.A. room.

After a rousing but short lived battle with the N.Y.P.D., the F.T. C.C. Knowledge was disabled and our Cmndt. "Mad Dog" became the first casualty. His wound is only superficial, according to our medic Eric, and will return to active duty sometime next year. The commander was caused through a misunderstanding by both parties. We were fishing in the Hudson River with T.N.T., and for some unknown reason the N.Y.P.D. said this was a "No-No". The answer was "Go fuck yourself," so the Vet image has not changed.

MOONLIGHT CRUISE

Yes, the boat ride is on the way. May 17 at 7:30 at the foot of West 43rd Street. You get a live band, free beer, and the boat ride for $1.00 only. Get it on, and get your ticket soon. Tickets will be on sale around the school, at various locales.

GET YOUR TICKET SOON

Now thru April 18th

MID-TERM BARGAINS!

BUY THEM
WHILE THEY
EAST!

20% OFF

on Schaum's Outlines
Monarch Outlines,
College Outline Series
and Made Simple Series

1/2 OFF

on jackets, sweatshirts and T-shirts

50% - 70% CASH

paid on currently used
Baruch texts

LEX BOOK EXCHANGE

112 EAST 23RD STREET
Across the street from Baruch College.

APPLICATION

for the Baruch College
Summer Program in the Caribbean
August 1975

Dear Sir:

Kindly enter my application for a place in the Baruch College Summer Program in the Caribbean. To be held on the North-South Center, San Juan, Puerto Rico.

The program consists of one 3-credit course in liberal arts, which will be a survey of the social, political, historical and economic aspects of Caribbean culture. It will include 45 hours of lecture, field trips, a writing project; and a final examination. Knowledge of the Spanish language is not required.

I am a matriculated undergraduate at Baruch College.

[Signature]

Date

If you are interested in selling...

Contact Jerry (769-5257) or Pat (846-5731)

FLEA MARKET

To Be Held April 23

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN SELLING...

Contact Jerry (769-5257) or Pat (846-5731)

to come room 319, Thursdays 12 to 1 P.M.
or leave a message in mail box 395 in the student center

Presented by the RETAILING SOCIETY
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